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Priscilla Oliveras is a USA Today bestselling author and 2018 RWA® RITA® double finalist
who writes contemporary romance with a Latinx flavor. Proud of her Puerto Rican-Mexican
heritage, she strives to bring authenticity to her novels by sharing her Latinx culture with
readers. She and her work have earned praise from the Washington Post, New York Times,
Entertainment Weekly, Redbook, Publishers Weekly, and Booklist, amongst others. Priscilla
earned her MFA in Writing Popular Fiction from Seton Hill University and currently teaches the
online class “Romance Writing” for ed2go. While she’s a devotee of the written word, Priscilla
also considers herself a sports fan, beach lover, and Zumba aficionado, who often practices the
art of napping in her backyard hammock.
To follow along on her fun-filled and hectic life, visit her on the web at
https://prisoliveras.com/books/, on Facebook at www.facebook.com/prisoliveras, or on Twitter
and Instagram via @prisoliveras.
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Starred Reviews

A ZEBRA SHOUT FRESH NEW ROMANCE
Three very different Latina sisters. Three dazzling talents with ambition—and passion—to
burn. And in this warm-hearted, sexy new series, three chances to figure out if the path to
success can also lead to lasting love . . .
Ad executive Tomás Garcia shouldn't even be thinking about his daughter’s alluring dance
teacher, Yazmine Fernández. Burned by a shattering divorce, he's laser-focused on his career—
and giving his young daughter, María, the secure home she deserves. Plus, he's certain that with
her talent, Yaz will be leaving Chicago and heading back to Broadway as soon as she can. But
Yaz's generous spirit and caring concern are sparking a desire Tomás can't resist—and doesn't
want to let go . . .
For Yaz, good-looking workaholics like Tomás simply can't be part of her life ever again. She
owes it to herself to get back her confidence and fulfill the dreams her papá could not. She's glad
to spend time with María—and taste the family life she feels she can never have. And she’s sure
that she and Tomás can keep their attraction under control because there's so much at stake. But
each unexpected intimacy, each self-revelation makes the fire between them grow hotter with
every step—and every risk to their hearts. . .

Reviews:
"Oliveras's outstanding debut tangles romance into family life...The realistic, multifaceted
characters have interesting nuances, and Oliveras never stoops to employing contrived
misunderstandings, instead creating real obstacles with meaning and depth. Moving
familial relationships and splashes of Puerto Rican culture round out this splendid
contemporary and bode well for the future of the series."
--Publisher's Weekly, STARRED REVIEW
“Oliveras takes all the right steps in this sweet romance. Oliveras’ refreshing tale is the
start of a very special trilogy… Packed with emotion, humor and memorable characters.
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Fans of Samantha Chase will enjoy this heart-tugging love story by a promising
newcomer.”
--Booklist, STARRED REVIEW
"Oliveras makes a perfect debut with a sweet, sassy, traditional romance. Book one in her
Matched to Perfection series about three Latina sisters is a tale of a career dance and a
workaholic who have nothing in common but love and family. The story is well written and
full of fun, welcoming characters. Readers will laugh and cry and be uplifted by the HEA.
Oliveras is an author to watch."
-- RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars
"Among dancer Yazmine’s young students is single-father Tomas’ daughter. This is the

setup for Oliveras’ refreshing, heart-tugging debut, featuring a Chicago-based Latinx cast
and lots of sweet emotion and humor."
- Booklist, Top 10 Romance Debuts of 2018, on HIS PERFECT PARTNER by Priscilla
Oliveras
“Both protagonists’ Latin heritage elevate the novel by introducing cultural influences and
dynamics rarely portrayed in the genre. A sweet debut.”
--Kirkus Reviews
“Warm, sweet and spicy in just the right amounts. . . A delicious read!”
--Kristan Higgins, New York Times bestselling author
“Page-turning plot, great characters, a sparkling debut!”
--Lori Wilde, New York Times bestselling author
“Warm and witty, this wonderful debut novel from Priscilla Oliveras celebrates the best of
love and family. Looking forward to more from this fabulous author!
--Shirley Jump, New York Times bestselling author
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A ZEBRA SHOUT FRESH NEW ROMANCE
The Fernández sisters have always had big dreams, and the talent and drive to pursue
them. And in this sunny, spicy new series, each one will discover that success is that much
sweeter when love follows . . .
Rosa Fernández doesn’t act on impulse—she’s the responsible one, planning her career with
precision, finally landing a job as the librarian at conservative Queen of Peace Academy,
confining her strongest emotions to her secret poetry journal. But she’s been harboring a secret
crush on dreamy Jeremy Taylor, and after one dance with him at her sister’s wedding, Rosa
longs to let loose for the first time. She deserves some fun, after all. So what if she doesn’t have
a shot with Jeremy, not with his wealthy pedigree and high profile lifestyle. But one dance leads
to one kiss, and soon Rosa is
head-over-heels . . .
The adopted son of a prominent Chicago lawyer, Jeremy has a lot to live up to—especially with
his birth father in prison—the perfect example of a bad example. With a big promotion and a
move to Japan in the works, Jeremy is worlds away from settling down. But sweet, steady Rosa
is a temptation he doesn’t want to deny himself, at least for now. Yet when their simple fling
turns complicated, everything they’ve both worked for is threatened—except the red-hot
intimacy they’ve found together. Can forever really grow from just-for-now?

Reviews:
“Oliveras tops her excellent debut, His Perfect Partner, with this revelatory, realistic second
romance set among the Puerto Rican community in contemporary Chicago...(her)
integration of cultural and class differences, familial expectations, and career objectives
into the couple’s romantic decision making immeasurably enriches a moving plot about
good people making difficult choices.”
--Publisher's Weekly, STARRED REVIEW
“Rising author Oliveras continues her excellent contemporary Matched to Perfection series
featuring three Latina sisters, following the acclaimed His Perfect Partner
(2017)…Oliveras infuses warmth, intelligence, and emotion into this refreshing read.”
--Booklist, STARRED REVIEW
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Sometimes, going back to the beginning is the only answer.
Paradise Key Resort holds the best and the worst of Sofía Vargas’s adolescent memories of love
and heartbreak. Now, she hopes to wipe the slate clean and boost her career from resort manager
to owner by winning a quirky town contest. But when an old flame throws his hat into the ring,
Sofía realizes that protecting her heart will be the biggest challenge.
Nathan Patrick Hamilton III has played the part of the good son all his life with one exception—
indulging in a secret on again-off again relationship with Sofia in high school and college,
knowing that family duty would eventually tear them apart.
Years later, Nathan feels like he finally has a chance to win back the girl of his dreams and right
the way he wronged her. But Sofía doesn’t trust or forgive easily and it’s going to take more than
kooky town hall meetings, an emergency trip back to Key West, stolen kisses and a re-creation
of their first date, for him to even be in the running. Is the ultimate prize the resort or winning
back Sofía's heart?
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Event planner Julia Louisa Fernandez
dreams of a life in Chicago. But her family
in Puerto Rico expects her to take over the
catering business. Former pro baseball
player Ben Thomas knows what that’s
like—and when they meet, he might be the
one to inspire a winning strategy, just in
time for the holidays . . .
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Growing up, Lilí María Fernandez was affectionately known as the family “wild child.” The life
of the party, she loved to dance, especially salsa, merengue, and bachata, and often sang beside
her father during rehearsals for his trío group. But tragedy and loss have drawn out
Lilí’s caretaking side, compelling her to become a victim’s advocate. These days, the special
rhythms of the past seem like a distant memory. Until she meets Diego
Reyes . . .
A police officer with the Chicago PD, Diego also has a talent for playing classical Spanish
guitar. And Lilí soon finds herself inspired by his passion—for the music, for her, and for their
shared love of familia and community. Can Diego reignite Lilí’s fun-loving spirit, persuade her
to balance work and pleasure—and embrace her wild side once more?

Reviews:
“Oliveras’s marvelous third Matched to Perfection contemporary (after Her Perfect Affair)
tackles domestic violence and policing in Chicago’s Puerto Rican community with superb
nuance…Oliveras’s tangled, topical conflicts between multidimensional characters blend
with lovingly portrayed family life and an intricate, realistic plot, enmeshing the reader in
her created world.”
--Publisher's Weekly, STARRED REVIEW
“Readers will feel utterly carried away. . . . Whether you’re well-versed in Puerto Rican
culture or completely new to it, Oliveras welcomes readers into a space that feels both
familiar and new and exciting. . . . A romantic, diverting melody.” —Entertainment Weekly
“Sexy, sassy, and overflowing with music, complex emotions, and family-loving Latinx
American and Puerto Rican characters, this romance is a compelling, often joyful read and
perfectly wraps up the ‘Perfection’ trilogy.”—Library Journal
“Lili…is an appealing and uniquely powerful heroine, and Diego’s arc is also well crafted
by rising star Oliveras, and the chemistry between him and Lili burns through the pages.
Readers will love the lovingbut interfering family scenes…Fans of Samantha Chase’s
Shaughnessy series will also enjoy Oliveras’ Matched to Perfection novels, including Her
Perfect Affair.
--Booklist, STARRED REVIEW
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Sample Interview Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

1) How long have you been writing?
2) How did you or what made you stick with it?
3) Why write in the romance genre?
4) Why write about Latino characters?
5) Do you think non-Latinos will be able to relate to your stories?
6) What advice do you have for prospective or beginner writers?
7) What’s your family and/or writing background?
8) How do you like to unwind?
9) What is a favorite childhood memory with your Abuela and family in Puerto Rico?
With your family in San Antonio?

